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From nature to office

450.000 l/s
How do we know?

Timeserie with discharge data
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One of the most important parameter in classical hydrometry is discharge. – and by discharge we think of volume of water per unit of time, that be litre per second or cubic meters per second. In some instances stage or water level is also interesting, e.g. in a flooding situation, ”will the level reach my doorstep”, - but in a river, that constantly flows downwards; what is ”level”, what does it refer to?



Water discharge vs. Water level

• To measure water discharge is difficult
– To measure water level is piece of cake!

• Continuous discharge measurement is close to impossible!
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To measure discharge directly is “sort of doable” but difficult and time-consumingTo measure water level is easy, both as a momentary value, and also continuously over time- So, how do we go about?



Measurement profile and rating curves

The trick is to find a place in the river where there is a 
known relation between discharge (Q) and level (h)

Q = f(h)
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As level measurement is fairly easy, we try to find a spot in the river where there are a one-to-one relationship between level and discharge. If we find such a place, we can measure the level, and by deriving a formula, calculate the discharge from level alone.This is not always as easy as it might seem. Here, water flows from “Lake X” to “Lake y” via “River blue”. You measure the water level at H1 and H2.As discharge increase, you see that the level at both places increase, and think “Hey, Cool – nice spots”But then for example a power plant start to adjusts its spill-ways to stack some water in “Lake Y”, and you get a back-water effect, ruining your nice one-to-one relation at spot H2.But, H1 is a nice place, and a typical spot for measuring outlets from lakes into rivers



Finding the relationship
- known as the “fun part”!

• Do manual measurements of discharge at different water 
levels

• Use regression (or eyesight!) to find a mathematical relation, 
Q=C(h-h0)n (Rating curve)
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To derive the relationship between you local level and the discharge flowing in the river, you have to do some nice field-work. You actually have to measure the discharge at all the different levels that might occur at that site. If you plot these values, you see that form a continuous relation. Normally this can be expressed with a mathematic expression.So – why is this the fun part?



Manual discharge measurment
Propeller instrument (flygel)

• A propeller measures the water speed, just like 
a wind speed sensor 

• Many measurements at different depths 
across the river makes an average velocity.

• Together with the cross-section area, the 
discharge can be calculated

Q [m3/s] = v [m/s] * a [m2]
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Because, field-work – in nice weather that is – is the best part of our job!Although Discharge measurements are a challenge, there are of course multiple ways to perform thesesThe oldest & most well-known method is by propeller instrument or (Flygel in Norwegian & German)The propeller is placed in the water and rotates with a speed proportional to the water velocityBy measuring multiple sport in the water, at different places in the cross section, one can calculate an average water velocityAs the measurement is carried out, the area of the cross-section is also measured, and the discharge is simply the average velocity times the area.With water to your ankles, this is a walk in the park. It’s slightly more challenging when fast-flowing water reach you chest!



Manual discharge measurment
Acoustic (doppler shift) instruments

• Sound pulses sent down in the water, 
and reflect of particles.

• Doppler effect makes it possible to 
measure the water velocities at 
different depths.

• Gives detailed “maps” of velocity in 
profile. Quick and easy; also on big 
rivers!

Direction of flow

Dopplershift affects frequency of
signal reflected of particles in motion!
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More and more, we use acoustic Doppler instruments.These instrument uses the Doppler effect to measure the velocity of the water. It is much faster than using the propeller, and much more practical in large riversThe instrument can both be attach to a rubber boat for large rivers, and mounted on a small tri-maran float and dragged across by a rope.It generates a highly detailed plot of both water velocity and depth profile.Which these data, the process of calculating discharge is just as with the propeller instrument.



Manual discharge measurement
Tracer dilution (salt, NaCl) 

• Pure magic
– Alternatively: A little physics and mathematics

• Dump a known amount of salt into the river
• Make sure the river mixes the salt well, 

vertically and laterally
• Measure concentration downstream
• Q = M / ( ∫ (C - C0) dt )

Q - discharge in l /s
M - injected quantity in mg
C - tracer concentration in mg/l
C0 - tracer concentration equivalent to the background 
conductivity
t - period of time of the tracer passage in sec
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A completely different way of measure discharge is by tracer dilution.At first this might seem like a bit of magic, but the principle is fairly easy.You can perform this with many types of tracer chemicals, but table salt is a cheap and environment friendly tracerA known amount of salt is dump into the riverYou make sure the salt passes a turbulent part of the river and mixes well with the water to make a evenly distributed concentrationBy measuring the concentration down-stream and a bit of magic, you can calculate the discharge.At the western coast of Norway, with many rapid-flowing rivers with steep gradient, this is very suitable method



Rating curve: Check!
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Level measurement & gauging stations
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As started off with, measuring water level is easy-peasy. There are basically three principles. You can use what is called a float and pulley arrangement, where a float is placed on the water surface. The float is connected to a counter weight via a wire that rest on a rotation sensor. As the float moves up and down with the water, the changing level is recorded by the sensorYou can measure level indirectly by measuring the pressure at a fixed place on the river bed. The more water above the pressure sensor, the higher the pressure. These two principles are the most common, and one or both methods are used on all our gauging stationsYou can also measure the distance from a fixed point above the river, e.g. a bridge, to the water surface, using radar or ultrasonic sensors. In Norway and other locations with ice cover in the winter, this in not a practical solution.To improve the accuracy, we often us what is called a “stilling well”. A stilling well is a well or pipe, connected to the river  through at pipe. The level inside the well is identical to that in the river, but calm and normally ice-free.

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?op=1&view=global&subj=639410193&pid=4161901&id=534496882
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?op=1&view=global&subj=639410193&pid=4161901&id=534496882
http://hyd-wiki/images/c/c2/Campbell_SR50A.jpg
http://hyd-wiki/images/c/c2/Campbell_SR50A.jpg


Data transfer & management

www.nve.no
www.xgeo.no
sildre.nve.no
www.varsom.no
www.regobs.no

Data transmission
NVE!

Sensor

Datalogge
r 
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Ved hvert målepunkt står det en ”målestasjon”Denne sender data til NVE på den meste effektive måten, mobilnettet, over telefonlinjer, over internett eller over satellittAlle data – uansett hvilken type og hvor det kommer fra – lages i NVEs datasystemerDer har alle NVE brukere tilgang, og mye av dataene gjøres også automatisk tilgjengelig på internett

http://www2.nve.no/h/hd/plotreal/Q/0006.00010.000/index.html
http://www.xgeo.no/
http://www.sildre.nve.no/
http://www.varsom.no/
http://www.regobs.no/


Automatic transferred measuring sites



Hydrology in action!

• Theoretical skills
– Hydrology, fluid mechanics, 

computer science, maths.
• Practical skills

– Know how to use  a hammer
– Boat, car & trailer
– Swimming!
– Electronics
– Outdoor life

• Social skills
– You spend a lot of time with 

your field-partner

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?op=1&view=global&subj=639410193&pid=4161901&id=534496882
http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?op=1&view=global&subj=639410193&pid=4161901&id=534496882
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